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Formation of a Co nanostructure revealed by 59Co nuclear magnetic resonance measurements
in CoÕAu multilayers
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The effect of annealing on the microstructure of sputter-grown Co/Au multilayers with~111! texture is
studied by means of x-ray diffraction~XRD! and spin-echo59Co nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spec-
troscopy. Both XRD and NMR spectra exhibit drastic changes after annealing at 350 °C, revealing a transfor-
mation from Co layering in the as-made multilayers to the known close-packed phases of Co. The thermal
stability of the as-made Co layering up to 350 °C is assigned to a kinetically grown Co nanostructure.
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Rapidly quenched Co12xAux films1 form a typical phase
separation system, which can be a reference for the stud
amorphous-crystalline transformations after annealing.
cording to the so-called Ostwald rule,1 heat treatment of
quenched Co12xAux films produces transformations from th
less stable state, with increased Au-Co atomic solubility
amorphous or single-phase metastable matrices, to a
phase equilibrium fcc state through a succession of inter
diate metastable phases of increasing stability. Thus, hea
of amorphous Co-30Au films1 above 150 °C resulted in irre
versible change from the amorphous structure to a sin
metastable fcc crystalline structure, which subsequently
composed into equilibrium Au and Co fcc structures abo
300 °C. Practically it is important that annealing of Co-A
thin films or monolayers~ML’s ! required1–3 only 10–60 min
to complete structural transformations between 200
300 °C, whereas in bulk Co12xAux alloys the microstruc-
tural changes continue as a function of aging time4,5 up to a
few days.

Currently, this phase separation process is applied to
cosputtered2 Co12xAux thin films or rapidly quenched
ribbons4 to engineer their magnetotransport properties a
annealing. Heat treatment of Co/Au ML’s at 300 °
revealed3 a controllable way, with profound technologic
impact on magnetic-storage applications, to change the m
netic anisotropy of Co by sharpening the Co/Au interfac
To the best of our knowledge, the observed structural tra
formations in the Co-Au phase diagram of Co12xAux thin
films,1,2 multilayers,3 and rapidly quenched ribbons4,5 have
been identified by standard x-ray scattering and electron
croscopy techniques, but not with spin-echo59Co nuclear
magnetic resonance~NMR! measurements.

Recently, low-field giant-magnetoresistance~GMR! was
achieved in sputter-grown6,7 Co/Au ML’s after modification
of the Co layering.8,9 Investigation of the as-mad
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@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 ML’s, which exhibit the
maximum7 GMR effect, with conventional and high
resolution transmission electron microscopy~TEM! has
shown9 that the Co layer structure adopts mainly an e
panded fcc lattice. These measurements show that the
lattice is expanded by 4.4% relative to the known clos
packed Co. Also,59Co NMR spectra of the as-made ML’
have revealed8 a unique profile that could not be assigned
any of the known bulk crystalline or glassy Co structures.
this study our intent is to investigate the effect of po
annealing on the microstructure of the as-ma
@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 ML’s, using 59Co NMR mea-
surements as the microscopic technique.

Six separate ML’s of@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 were
grown on Si(100)/SiNx(70 nm) substrates that were the
mally isolated from the water-cooled supporting table dur
deposition. Metallic disks of 99.995% pure elements, w
diameter 5 cm, were used as target materials in a h
vacuum Edwards E360A sputtering system with a pair
ATOM-TECH 320-SE planar magnetron sputter sources.
samples were deposited in a cryogenically pumped cham
with base pressure of 231027 Torr under an Ar (99.999%
pure! pressure of 3 mTorr. An rf magnetron gun operating
30 W with a deposition rate of 0.07 nm/sec for Co and
sputtering at 5 W resulting in 0.12 nm/sec of Au were use
It is worth noting that the amorphous SiNx buffer layer pro-
vides an atomically smooth surface where the~111! texture
adopted@Fig. 1~b!# by the Co/Au ML’s is not induced by the
substrate.9 Five samples were post-annealed separately in
the deposition chamber at 200, 300, 350, 400, and 600 °C
1 h.

X-ray diffraction ~XRD! spectra were collected with
SiemensD500 diffractometer inu-2u scans, using CuKa
radiation at ambient temperature. Figure 1~a! shows the low-
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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angle superlattice Bragg peaks and Fig. 1~b! shows the
grouping of the satellite peaks around the zeroth-order~111!
peak, from the average~overall! out-of-plane lattice spacing
The low-angle XRD spectra reveal that the multilayer
structure persists up to 400 °C. It is worth mentioning th
the XRD spectra~Fig. 1! remain the same for longer pos
annealing times~up to 24 h! at 200 and 300 °C. The ob
served strong intensity of the superlattice peaks after ann
ing at 200, 300, and 350 °C can be attributed3 to interface
sharpening. The medium-angle spectra show that at 35
an extra phase of pure Au coexists with the ML’s wherea
400 °C the layered Co/Au structure is significantly su
pressed, exhibiting an almost complete decomposition
Au and Co crystallites. Although the~200! Bragg peak of
Au (d20050.2038 nm) cannot be resolved from the~111!
peak of fcc Co (d11150.2047 nm) or the~0002! peak of
hcp Co (d000250.2023 nm), the observed peak intens
above 350 °C ~centered at 2u544.404 ° or d spacing
50.2038 nm! indicates that the diffracted intensity from C
crystallites exhibits a vast peak broadening. Since at 400
~Fig. 1! there still exists one low-angle superlattice Bra
peak, it can be argued that the Co layers become discon
ous by forming pancakelike clusters, as in10 Co/Ag ML’s.

Spin-echo59Co NMR spectra have been recorded at 4.2
every 1 MHz in the frequency range between 100 and
MHz, using a coherent, phase-sensitive spin-echo spect
eter. In magnetic solids the influence of the local struct
and symmetry onBh f , the effective hyperfine field sensed b
the nuclear spin, arises from two effects: the sensitivity
the transferred hyperfine interaction to the local environm
and the dependence of the orbital and atomic dipolar par
Bh f on the local symmetry. These features enable one

FIG. 1. The temperature evolution of the satellite peaks aro
the zeroth-order peak from the average lattice is shown at the
tom plot. The low-angle XRD spectra are shown on top.
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discriminate between fcc, bcc, and hcp phases, or stac
faults in the pure phase, through the magnitude ofBh f , and
between fcc, hcp, and trigonal or tetragonal deformed
through its anisotropy.10,11 Furthermore, since theBh f is
mainly the result of a delicate balance between the spa
distribution of the spin-up and spin-down electrons, it is a
sensitive to distortions of this spatial distributions12 ~strain
effects!. To obtain the spin-echo intensity that represents
correct hyperfine field distribution and to probe the loc
magnetic inhomogeneites in a sample, we routinely rec
the spectra at several values of rf excitations by spanning
range of at least one order of magnitude of the excitat
field. This method allows, first, the estimation of an intrins
enhancement factor that is specific for a given frequency
for which each spectrum must be corrected in order to r
resent the real hyperfine field distribution, and second, it
lows one to separate different magnetic phases13 if the
sample is multiphase.

59Co NMR spectra from the as-made sample and fr
samples annealed at 200, 300, and 350 °C are shown in
2. As seen in Fig. 2, annealing up to 300 °C induces o
very small changes in the spectral line shapes with respe
the spectrum of the as-made sample. These changes co
in the narrowing of the NMR intensity distribution and th
shift of the gravity center of the spectrum, from 167 MHz
the as-made film to 179 MHz for the sample annealed
300 °C. However, the general profile of these spectra
maintained and, as reported earlier,8 it is characterized by a
broad intensity distribution in a frequency range that is w
below the characteristic frequency range of the known cr
tallographic phases10,11 of Co.

A dramatic change in the NMR spectrum is observ

d
t-

FIG. 2. The spin-echo59Co NMR spectra, recorded from th
as-made sample and from samples annealed at 200, 300, and 3
are shown. The 350 °C spectrum is decomposed into a low-T and a
high-T ~open triangles! subspectrum.
2-2
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~Fig. 2! after annealing at 350 °C. Both the spectral li
shape and its rf power dependence indicate that
multilayer becomes magnetically inhomogeneous. In
NMR experiment such inhomogeneities are detected by
presence of multiple maxima in the signal intensity as
function of the rf field strength. Thus, samples annealed
200 and 300 °C exhibit only one maximum of the sign
intensity at each frequency, whereas the sample that is
nealed at 350 °C exhibits two such maxima in the NM
signal intensity, each observed at a different power of th
excitation pulses. This behavior indicates that there are
ferromagnetic components in the sample, differing consid
ably in their magnetic stiffness. To separate the NMR s
spectra, originating from each component, we have applie
method that is described in Ref. 13. The deconvolution
this spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. Remarkably, the spectr
of the magnetically stiffer component is almost identic
with the spectra observed from the samples annealed u
300 °C. Thus, Co atoms contributing to the intensity of t
spectrum must be located in these parts of the Co layer
retain the nanostructure of the as-made multilayer, which
call low-T structure.

Further insight into magnetic inhomogeneity and ma
netic stiffness of the studied system can be obtained by
troducing the concept of the restoring field14 (H rest), which
describes the response of local Co magnetization to exte
rf field excitations. Thus each value ofH rest is determined by
the rf field strength that corresponds to a maximum NM
signal and is proportional14 to magnetic stiffness of the
ML’s. Now, depending on the source of magnetic stiffne
the H rest can be related to the anisotropy field of a sing

FIG. 3. The average restoring fields, estimated from the lowT
and high-T NMR subspectra, are plotted as a function of the a
nealing temperature. At 350 °C the low-T and high-T components
coexist, defining a stiff and a soft magnetic phase, respectively.
lines are guides to the eye.
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domain sample, the coercive field resulting from doma
wall effects, the exchange biasing or dipolar fields at int
faces, and any combination of these fields. Figure 3 sh
that theH rest increases considerably at the initial stages
annealing whereas the low-angle XRD spectra~Fig. 1! show
an increase of Co/Au interface sharpness, which is accom
nied by the appearance3 of surface anisotropy due to symme
try breaking. Thus, the observed increase of the averageH rest
should be interpreted as an enhancement of the interface
isotropy due to the improvement of the Co/Au interfa
sharpness. Consequently, the steep decrease ofH rest, which
remains constant with annealing temperature at 350 °C
above~open circles in Fig. 3!, can be explained by the bridg
ing of Au layers through Co.

Figure 4 shows the subspectrum of the high-T structure at
350 °C together with NMR spectra from samples anneale
400 and 600 °C, where the subsprectrum of the low-T struc-
ture disappears. The observed~Fig. 4! spin-echo intensity
can be fitted with three components, centered at the cha
teristic Bh f of Co/Au interface coordination, of fcc and hc
Co structures.11 The integrated intensities of the fitting line
show that the fraction of hcp-Co stacking increases fr
38% in the sample annealed at 350 °C to 69% in the sam
annealed at 600 °C. This implies that the shift ofBh f upon
annealing proceeds by a transition to a structure where h
agonal Co stacking dominates. A plot of the gravity center
each NMR spectrum against the annealing temperature~Fig.
5! shows clearly the separation of the low-T structure from
the thermodynamically stable, close-packed structures of
at 350 °C.

In conclusion, the complementary use of two nondestr
tive, one macroscopic~XRD! and one microscopic~NMR!,

-

e

FIG. 4. The NMR spectra of the high-T stucture are shown for
the three annealing temperatures of 350, 400, and 600 °C. The
served spin-echo intensity can be fitted with three components,
responding to the Co/Au interface~dot line!, fcc ~solid line!, and
hcp ~dashed line! Co structures.
2-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 012102
techniques has revealed that polycrystalli
@Co(1 nm)/Au(2.5 nm)#30 ML’s with ~111! texture exhibit
two regimes with respect to the microstructural characte
tics of Co. In the low-T structure, the kinetically grown Co
layering is characterized by~i! continuous layers after pos
annealing up to 300 °C and~ii ! NMR spectra that cannot b
assigned to any of the identified structures of Co, indicat

FIG. 5. The gravity center of each NMR spectrum is plott
against the annealing temperature. At 350 °C the low-T and high-T
components coexist, defining two separate gravity centers.
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the formation of a distorted structure. Post-annealing ab
350 °C transforms the low-T Co structure and modifies th
Co layering into a high-T configuration that is characterize
by ~i! a microstructure that forms a layered granular film d
to penetration of Au across the thinner Co layers and~ii !
NMR spectra, indicating that inside the pancakelike clust
of Co the lattice adopts the known fcc and hcp structure

A characteristic of the low-T Co structure is that the an
nealing temperature of;350 °C, above which our Co/Au
ML’s ~Fig. 4! exhibit the usual NMR spectrum of bulk Co, i
comparable with the temperatures where the transforma
of bulk hcp Co to fcc stacking occurs (;420 °C) and the
amorphous Co12xAux thin films decompose1 into equilib-
rium Co and Au structures (.300 °C). Thus, besides th
fact that the featureless NMR spectrum of the low-T nano-
structure cannot be assigned to a specific
coordination,8,10,11 its thermal stability up to 300 °C and th
TEM measurements9 indicate that an unusual Co nanostru
ture can be formed when Co layers grow on top of am
phous buffer layers while the substrate temperature is c
to room temperature during deposition. Since the only una
biguous evidence for the existence of a metastable Co st
ture can be given by the crystallographic determination
the specific Co coordination, the importance of these res
relies on the fact that makes possible the separation of m
netic inhomogeneites and secondary magnetic phases
complex NMR spectra. To reveal the thermal evolution
the low-T Co structure a detailed TEM study is in progres
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